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Summary: PageTraffic is launching Google recovery services for its clients to set their websites free from the
clutches of Google Panda and Penguin algorithm.
PageTraffic is broadening its service base with the introduction of Google
Recovery Services. The company has been delivering impeccable web
solutions for over a decade and happens to be one of the oldest SEO
companies in India, this makes it reliable and worthy of strong market
reputation it holds.
Detailing about the latest service, Navneet Kaushal, CEO PageTraffic said, “In
the past few years, many websites have fallen prey to Google's Penguin and
Panda ranking algorithm and have almost ceased to appear on search. The
web site's ranking, visibility and its traffic have been hit badly, which can be
restored only through Google Recovery Services. If you happen to be one of
the sufferers, PageTraffic will be delighted to help you out of this problem."

PageTraffic's Google
Penalty recovery service
programs are not only
effective but affordable
too. Our expert
technicians carefully
scrutinize all the issues
that may have led to your
website's downfall and
then provide detailed
solution for the same.

Google has been warning and penalizing websites for low quality back links,
over optimization of anchor texts and low quality content. If one ignores these warnings, the website might be
trashed. PageTraffic's recovery service helps website owners in regaining their position. PageTraffic technicians
audit the whole website thoroughly and rectify issues related to content, back links, meta tags and anchor texts.
Check out the services here: Penalty Recovery Service.
“PageTraffic's Google recovery service program is not only effective but affordable too. Our expert technicians
carefully scrutinize all the issues that may have led to your website's downfall and then provide detailed solutions to
fix the problem. However, additional efforts need to be done to regain the lost traffic and improve ranking. This is
possible only by uploading the original content to your website, using Google compliant SEO techniques, removing
bad backlinks, decreasing over optimization," added Navneet Kaushal
Webmasters have been on toes since 2011, when Google first altered its ranking algorithm. If you happen to be one
of the sufferers, PageTraffic is the best SEO Company for a consultation followed by recovery program. Company's
credentials prove that it has been one of the top SEO service providers. Clients can also refer to Detailed SEO
Services service for helping them get more business from search.

About PageTraffic
PageTraffic is the winner of Red Herring 100, Top SEOs, and Top 50 SEO companies’ and many more SEO
awards. Founded in 2002, the SEO company in Chicago has catered to search marketing demands of over 2000
clients from different parts of the world. PageTraffic is also member of SEMPO, W3C, Dunn & Bradstreet, IIMA, and
Search Marketing Association of North America.
Contact Details:
Chicago:
1900 West Chicago Ave
Chicago, IL 60622
Ph (Toll-Free US): 800-718-7603
Outside US: 1-704-380-0113

Email: marketing@pagetraffic.com
Website: http://www.pagetraffic.com/
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